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 Laminated Glass 
Production LineLGPL-4525 

Laminated glass production line is designed to produce laminated glass by choice of dimensions. 
The line is integrated with loading and unloading tables, horizontal glass washing machine, 
assembly station, pressing and convectional heating sections. By its PVB roller system the line can 
store and use different thickness and colors of PVB foils. Manual PVB application on the glass and 
manual PVB trimming complete features of this configuration

Laminated Glass Production Line consist of following units:

Other Equipments 

Tilting loading table
Horizontal glass moving conveyor
Horizontal glass washing machine
Automatic positioning unit
Automatic glass assembling unit
PVB film roller mechanism
Pre-heating, Pre-pressing, Main heating, Main Pressing units
Tilting unloading table
Infrared-heating autoclave tank

Air compressor (55 kW) and humidifier
Cooling tower (60m3/h), Filter (20m3/h)
Air tank (10m3) and air-pipe connection systems

Technical Data 

Maximum 
Glass Size

Minimum 
Glass Size

Single Glass 
Thickness

Sandwich 
Glass Thickness Interlayer PVB Roller 

Quantity 
Low-E Laminated 
Glass Production 

LGPL-4525 4500x2500 mm 300x300 mm 3-19 mm 5-80 mm PVB 6 Standard
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 Laminated Glass 
Production LineLGPL-4525 

Hydraulic Rotary Tilting Table For Loading

Horizontal Glass Washing Machine

This machine is special equipment for loading big glass sheets easily to the lamination 
Line. It is equipped with hydraulic cylinders and with these cylinders the table gets to 
vertical position and the glass sheet is loaded in vertical position easily. The movement 
of the table is used only at big sheets and for small sheets it is not needed to use the 
tilting function. The horizontal placed conveyor rollers are moving the sheets 
automatically to the washing machine section.

This machine is special equipment for washing and drying glass. It is of horizontal struc-
ture consisting of loading section, washing section, unloading section, drying section, 
water detergent system, and blower system. Glass is conveyed by use of 
paralleling roller covered by rubber. Washing section consists of washing tank, 
spraying pipe, brush, water tank and cold air blade. Rotating brushes with detergent 
can clean impurity on the glass surface. And glass is dried by cold and hot air blade. 
Water detergent can be used repeated by use of anti-corrosion pump. On the bottom of 
water tank installed draining pipe. Distance between upper and lower part of washing 
section is adjustable as per glass thickness easy for maintenance. Washing section 
upper part can be lifted 400mm it use green rubber conveying roller.

Automatic Positioning Table
The combination machine mainly use for combination and position of laminated glass, 
bullet-proof glass. The combination machine consists of positioning section, sucker 
lifting system, promoting section, combination section, and film placing section. The 
film rack can place 3 different specification films according to customer’s request. It can 
place film automatically. Position section adopts optoelectronic and micro-switch to 
locate position accurately. The whole laminating glass production line control center 
install in laminating room, which use PLC and touch screen to control its speed, temp 
etc. The touch screen will indicate each parameter.

Assembling Table
The Glass is transfered with sucker Unit from positioning table to the assembling 
table automaticly.
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 Laminated Glass 
Production LineLGPL-4525 

Sucker Transfer Unit

PVB Film Unwinding Machine Motor Drive Rollers

The sucker Unit has got suction cups and transfers the Glass in horizontol position 
from positioning table to the assembling table. The movement of the sucker Unit is 
powered with servo motor.

Inside the cleaning room the Unwind machine is used and it is equiped as standart 
with 6 rollers.

Horizontal Conveyor
This machine is equipped with rollers and it is used after the washing machine. This 
unit feeds the cleaning room with glass sheets if there is not any glass sheet inside 
the cleaning room.

After combination process, the glass will be delivery to pre-heating and pre-pressing 
machine and unloading machine by ferry conveying machine. The conveying speed can 
be adjustable. Its principle of work is: Under combination room center control, 
according to different speed request, send the instruction to carry on the transmission 
by induction signal, and make synchronization speed movement for front and back 
section.

Pre Heating Unit
This section is used for first heating of the glass.

Pre-Pressing Machine
This section is used for first pressing of the glass.

Main Heating Unit
This section is used for main heating of the glass.

Main Pressing Machine
This section is used for main heating of the glass.
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 Laminated Glass 
Production LineLGPL-4525 

Horizontal Conveyor

Hydraulic Rotary Tilting Table For Loading

This machine is equipped with rollers and it is used after the washing machine. This 
unit feeds the cleaning room with glass sheets if there is not any glass sheet inside 
the cleaning room.

This machine is special equipment for loading big glass sheets easily to the lamination 
Line. It is equipped with hydraulic cylinders and with these cylinders the table gets to 
vertical position and the glass sheet is loaded in vertical position easily. The movement 
of the table is used only at big sheets and for small sheets it is not needed to use the 
tilting function. The horizontal placed conveyor rollers are moving the sheets 
automatically to the washing machine section

Hydraulic Rotary Tilting Table For Unloading
This machine is special equipment for un-loading big glass sheets easily to the lami-
nation Line. It is equipped with hydraulic cylinders and with these cylinders the table 
gets to vertical position and the glass sheet is loaded in vertical position easily. The 
movement of the table is used only at big sheets and for small sheets it is not needed 
to use the tilting function. The horizontal placed conveyor rollers are moving the 
sheets automatically to the washing machine section.


